Reconstruction of spatially resolved pharmacokinetic rate images of fluorescence agents in FDOT.
In this work, we propose a method to reconstruct spatially resolved pharmacokinetic rate images of fluorescence agents directly from the boundary photon flux measurements. We use a compartmental modeling scheme to model the pharmacokinetics of fluorescence agents. We coupled this model with the fluorescence diffuse optical tomography (FDOT) forward model to form a state space model which is then iteratively solved by extended Kalman filtering (EKF) algorithm. As an example, we used a two-compartment model for indocyanine green (ICG) pharmacokinetics. To validate the proposed method, we tested our approach using a simulation study. Reconstructed pharmacokinetic rate images with correct localization of heterogeneities and high reconstruction accuracy show that the proposed algorithm can be used for tumor detection, tumor diagnosis, drug delivery and feasibility studies.